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PRACTICING ANTHROPOLOGY

Introduction

The major objective of physical anthropology is to study variation in mankind.

In order to understand these variations we need to have a background in human

genetics so as to observe the changes that occur in the makeup of man from

time-to-time. The role of human genetics is quite relatable to human society and

this is possible with the help of various polymorphisms that exists. Forensic

anthropology is another sub-discipline of anthropology that is exceptionally

functional as it not only incorporates examination and analysis of skeletal remains

recovered from crime scenes, recent burials and the prehistoric sites in different

parts of the world.

Forensic anthropology is that branch of physical anthropology which for forensic

purpose deals with more or less skeletonised remains known to be or suspected

of being human and attempts to answer the following questions regarding origin,

age, sex, ethnicity and stature of the individual concerned. During examination

a forensic anthropologist applies his knowledge of human osteology to bring out

the facts relating to the origin and number of individuals involved besides

determining age from the dentition, closure of cranial sutures and ossification of

long bones epiphyses with the diaphysis an finally using the skull superimposition

or video graphic techniques to render face to the skull for complete identification.

The second unit of the module highlights the role of genetics to the society. The

detection of various inherited diseases and problems concerning under nutrition

and malnutrition. What type of intervention programmes should be considered

and introduced after the detection of the anomaly. This type of intervention can

help in improving the living standard of the members of the society. It is important

to cause awareness about the available genetic counselling for taking care of

different diseases as well as compatibility or non-comptability of the bold groups

during transfusion at the time of treatment of various diseases to have a healthy

disease free society.

Augmentation in the applicability of human genetics to human welfare has

fashioned a range of possibilities in plummeting the diseases and improving the

health status as well as looking into the budding problems like, ethical, moral

and practical. It is apparent that numerous polymorphic traits are genetic in nature

and are inherited in a simple Mendelian fashion. For example, blood group

systems, serum proteins hemoglobin variants, etc. With the advent of new and

advanced techniques more and more polymorphic traits have been identified

and are being used for the welfare of the humankind. Besides considering different

types of polymorphisms, the use of DNA technology is quite relevant for

establishing the ancestry as well as solving the problems related to disputed

parentage and providing genetic counselling to the concerned members of the

society so that they could get rid of the problem that they are facing.

These branches of physical anthropology are such that their applications in

different fields are quite in demand. This definitely includes betterment of human

society in diverse aspects which are explored in the three lessons inside this

block.
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UNIT 1 FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
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Sample Questions

Learning Objectives

After going through this Unit, you will be able to:

Ø understand the significance of skeletal remains in personal identification;

Ø understand the term biometrics, use of various human characteristics in

personal identification with the help of computer technology;

Ø know about one of the most important features used in personal identification

called dermatoglyphics, popularly known as fingerprints;

Ø learn about body fluids and their use as evidence; and

Ø understand how forensic anthropology can be practiced by trained

anthropologists in diverse fields.

&
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Forensic anthropology may be defined as that branch of physical anthropology

which for forensic purposes deals with the identification of more or less

skeletonised remains known to be, or suspected of being human. The identification

process provides opinion on the age, sex, ethnic group, stature and other

characteristic of the individual who is excavated, which may lead to his or her

recognition. In case of dead, generally scenario is having a skeleton in full or just

remains. From these examples, one can classify the issue of identity into three

classes as, 1) criminal cases where unidentified body/skeleton/skeletal remain

etc. is found, 2) cases of identification of dead in mass disaster, man-made or

natural, to settle their religious, inheritance, compensation, insurance issues and

3) where mass graves are discovered in war and genocide cases.

1.2 SCOPE

Whether living or dead, the ultimate goal of examination is personal identification

as identification is a must requirement for a person. A person may be identified

through many traits of permanent and transitory nature like physical appearance,

gait, facial features, scar marks, tattoo marks, moles, birth marks, occupational

marks, (congenital) abnormalities, somatometric, osteometric and craniometric

dimensions. In this unit, we may restrict ourselves to the use of the knowledge of

physical anthropology to identify the skeletal remains as all the aforementioned

features may lead to positive identification. Whenever skeletal remains are found

the forensic anthropologists on examining them try to answer the following key

questions:

a) Whether the bones are human or non-human?

b) Whether they belong to one or more than one individuals?

c) What would be the probable sex?

d) What is the probable age of the individual?

e) What is the ethnic group/race of the individual?

f) What would be the approximate height of the individual?

g) What are the other characteristic features that can lead to his/her

identification?

1.2.1 Indian Scenario

In India, forensic anthropology related case work was undertaken by forensic

pathologist till a few decades back and there was no provision to recruit forensic

anthropologist in forensic science laboratories. But now all forensic laboratories

have a Forensic Anthropology Unit under Biology Division where examination

of skeletal material is performed.  In developed countries like USA unlike India,

forensic science laboratories have forensic anthropologist to tackle the cases

related with skeletal remains and many universities run courses related to it.

There are organisations like American Board of Forensic Anthropologists (ABFA)

which look after the overall performance of all its members and update the subject

with new findings. It regulates the conduct of its entire members.
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When a crime scene is to be visited where an unidentified body or skeletal remains

are reported to be present, a team is constituted by the concerned police station,

under the supervision of an Investigating Officer (I.O.), where the crime is reported

and sent to the crime scene to examine. This team conducts the search for the

physical evidence, identifies them, pack them and prepare an inventory of all the

items after photographing the crime scene from different angles. A sketch of the

crime scene is also prepared and then the team returns back to the police station.

All the exhibits are labeled and numbered and sent to the forensic laboratory for

examination. In the forensic laboratory the exhibits are forwarded to the concerned

divisions for examination. For example the skeletal material, if recovered, is

sent to the Forensic Anthropology Unit of the Biology Division.

1.2.3 Whether the Bones are Human or Non-Human?

A careful examination of the skeletal material recovered a forensic anthropologist

can differentiate a human bone from that of a non-human  with the help of

comparative anatomy knowledge. There are obvious variations in the skull of a

human and a non-human as the animals have a large facial part in comparison to

the cranial part. This is just the reverse in case of human who possess a very

large cranium and a very small facial component. Secondly the position of foramen

magnum is medial in case of human while among animals it is posteriorly located.

The eye orbits are anteriorly located for humans while among non-humans they

are laterally placed. The human long bones exhibit torsion while the non-human

bones do not exhibit any kind of torsion. Even if the bones are burnt, the charring

is never complete and if examined with care, it is possible to recognise the material

as bone. Problem is faced when many synthetic materials due to high temperature

burning may take a typical shape looking like bone or part of bone or when very

small fragments are found. In such cases if the fragment is head or condyles of

bone still it is safer to say about its identity but when it is not so then microscopic

study of the bone may lead to ascertain about it through the presence of Haversian

canal system.

1.2.4 Whether they Belong to One or More than One Individual?

On examining the skeletal remains it is quite simple to identify if the remains

belong to one or more than one person. The simplest way is the sorting technique

where we sort out similar looking bones. For example if there are five femora

and three radii and two fibulae ,they could belong to a maximum of five persons

provided that all the five femora exhibit different length and belong to same side

(right or left) similarly the three radii could be of three persons or two persons

depending upon their side . The two fibulae could be of one person or two persons.

While deciding this, the expert must know to conduct measurements on the bones

as well as identify their sides.

1.2.5 What is the Probable Sex of the Individual?

Determination of skeletal sex is of prime significance as it helps in the process

of identification. It can be performed by conducting a detailed examination of

skull and pelvis with a reasonable accuracy.

The examination of skull involves non-metric observations on the texture of the

skull, its weight, condition of the supra-orbital ridges, projection of frontal and
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parietal eminences, shape of the orbits, margins of the orbits, size of mastoid

processes shape of foramen magnum, shape of palate, size of lower jaw, slope of

the forehead, and shape of palate. A careful examination of these traits can help

in assessing sex of an unknown skull up to around 90 percent accuracy.

Similarly the following observations on the pelvis can help in determining the

skeletal sex from pelvis:

We observe the size and shape of the pelvis to begin. Subsequently the variation

in the size of acetabulum and obturator foramen is observed. The wide greater

sciatic notch and obtuse sub-pubic angle is a typical female character. Variation

in the size of auricular surface, ischio-pubic ramus and alignment of Ilium bone

and size and shape of the sacrum is observed to determine the sex of the pelvis

with around 93 percent accuracy. On combining the skull and the pelvis the sex

determination can be performed with ober 96 percent accuracy. The long bones

alone do not help much in sex determination but in combination with the skull

and pelvis they prove useful.

1.2.6 Identification of Bones

To identify the bones one has to have the knowledge about Human Osteology.

The human body has a fixed number of bones and they may be classified as flat

bones (cranial bones, in-nominates and scapula), long bones (bones of upper

and lower limbs), short bones (metacarpals, metatarsals and phalanges of hand

and feet) and irregular bones (vertebrae, carpal and tarsal bones). Complete bones

are not difficult to identify due to their typical features but when they are

fragmentary, it depends upon the part of the bone available for examination.

Activity 1

Visit any anthropology department, or a medical college to get familiar

with bones and identify each bone of the human skeleton.

1.2.7 Racial Affiliation of the Person from the Remains

The population of the world may be divided into three major groups i.e.,

Caucasoid, Mongoloids and Negroids on the basis of their morphological features,

geographical area of inhabitation added to their differentiation, but due to

migration and interbreeding the concept of race does not hold good any more.

However the forensic anthropologist may attempt to determine the race of the

skeletal remains on the basis of skull.

The features like head shape, breadth of nasal aperture, nasal root,  jaw thickness,

brow ridge size and forehead slope help in categorisation. There are certain indices

based on craniometric measurements which may help in categorising skulls into

different racial categories.

1.2.8 What is the Probable Age of the Individual?

Human skeleton provides a good number of indicators of age and sex and both

can be determined to a very high degree of correctness depending upon which

part of the skeleton is available for examination. For age determination, bone

histology (number of osteon increases with age),teeth eruption sequence, cranial

suture closer, pubis symphysis face, sternal end of ribs and ossification of various

bones help to a large extent.
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permanent teeth. Formation and growth of teeth may also help in estimation of

age of an individual of younger age. Demerijan suggested an eight stage formula

of teeth development for age determination. Another parameter, which can be

used for age determination, is from changes in teeth because of advancing age.

Gustafson developed a method to determine the age beyond 11 years by studying

the degenerating stages of teeth like attrition (wearing down of incisal or occlusal

surfaces), periodontosis, development of secondary dentine, cementum

apposition, root resorption and transparency of root (four stages of changes in

ascending order).

Cranial sutures can be said as the broadest indicator of age but when no other

body part except skull is available, these can also give an estimate of age. Many

works have detailed closure pattern of each suture including age at the time of

fusion of various parts of a particular suture. It has been observed that suture

closure in different populations varies significantly. The major cranial suture

which are used in age estimation are as following, (metopic suture, basilar suture,

sagittal suture, sagittal suture, lambdoid suture, parieto-mastoid,temporo-

mastoid,occipito-mastoid,spheno-temporal and spheno parietal). The beginning

of the closure and the complete closure of these sutures provide an estimate of

the age of an individual.

The face of pubic symphysis provides a more reliable parameter than suture

closure and it can be studied for the changes on this surface with age by dividing

the whole process into 10 stages. For these stages, outline of the face having

outer border, inner border, a superior and inferior extremity is studied. Also,

some features found on the surface like ridging, billowing and ossific nodules

are observed to determine a particular stage and thus inferring from it the age.

Age may also be estimated by examining sternal end of the ribs with respect to

changes in the form, shape, texture and overall quality of the rib. In addition to

this, some changes like formation of the pit on the medial articular surface also

indicate age.

Ossification of bones indicates the phases of growth in the bone which are age

dependent. If we take the example of long bones, which are considered to be

most suitable for age determination from the ossification, in the initial stages, it

has only diaphyses and the epiphysis. With the advancing age they grow and

meet with each other and then epiphyseal plate is formed. It lengthens to unite

with epiphysis. When the union is completed then bone stops growing and only

a line called epiphyseal line is visible at the joining place. Most of the bones get

ossified by the age 18. Thus the age estimation from this parameter has this

limitation. The process of ossification can be observed in living through

radiographic techniques like X-rays and CT scan.

Activity 2

You may buy an artificial skull from the market and try to identify the

bones. Also you may see the teeth and try to estimate the age from the type

and number of teeth.
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1.2.9 What would be the Approximate Height of the Individual?

The answer to this question is based upon the fact that body parts have a definite

relationship with the body height. Forensic anthropologists have tried almost

every bone of the body to determine the stature but long bones especially of the

lower extremity prove to be more reliable indicator of stature estimation. The

methods are based upon derivations of ratios of the bones with total body height.

These may be represented in the form of multiplication factors and regression

equations. These methods are both population and sex specific, therefore they

must be used with utmost care. When a complete bone is present then it is

measured and multiplied with the multiplication factor of that particular bone or

its value is put in a regression equation (univariate or multivariate) and stature is

estimated but when bone is in the form of fragment then first attempt is made to

estimate the total length of the bone and then from that value stature is estimated.

But in such cases definitely reliability of estimate is reduced to a large extent.

Regression formulae  and the multiplication are both population and sex specific.

Therefore they must be used very carefully after ascertaining the sex and the

ethnic group where ever possible.

1.2.10 What are the other Characteristic Features that can Lead

to His/Her Identification?

This is most difficult to conduct. Most of the time, depending upon what part of

the skeleton is found, we may succeed in narrowing down our search for the

individual but it is really difficult on the basis of anthropological methods only

to individualise the skeleton. As the identification process is based upon the fact

that identity of an object will be more precise if the same is having some special

and rarer type of the characteristic. Congenital anomaly of any type in the bones,

fractured bones when healed may develop some deformity, dental treatment as

some filling, surgical implants in the bones as nail, screw, etc. are good indicators

of individualisation.

When skull is available for examination it can be used for personal identification

with more than one method. Skull-photo superimposition technique is used when

photo of the suspect is available where as when only skull is there, facial

reconstruction method can be used to make approximate face of the person to

whom the skull may belong. Both the methods have been improved a lot with

the help of new technology available. While skull photo superimposition is now

done mostly with advanced technique called computer based video skull

superimposition, the facial reconstruction technique which involves direct

application of clay on the skull or the copy of skull, is done through 3D computer

based facial reconstruction. The reconstructed faces are flashed in the print and

electronic media so that someone may recognise the face and report to the

authorities concern.

Activity 3

You may ask your friend to volunteer and put his right foot on a white

paper. Draw the outline of the foot with the help of a black lead pencil on

paper. Measure the maximum length of the foot and multiply it with 6.5.

Now, measure the height by requesting him to stay against a wall. See, how

this value differs from the actual height of the volunteer.
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1.3 BIOMETRICS

The human brain recognises objects including human beings due to cognitive

capabilities. Once brain makes an observation, it may remain for years in its

memory depending upon a large number of factors like frequency of same

observation, significance of the observation etc. The object is memorised on the

basis of a large number of features which are stored in the brain at the time of

observations. When the same object is encountered again, the brain recognises it

on the basis of stored information and comparing it with the observed information,

it can be repeated any number of times though each time some variation in the

process maybe there and some error may occur. Like for example, while in a

crowd we mistakenly address someone else as someone known to us or sometimes

twins are mistakenly identified. To correct such errors, the practice of Brtillonage

was created where measurements of various body parts were recorded of the

individual convicts so that they could be identified easily when they come again

as convicts. It was found by the French anthropologist/criminalist, Bertillon. He

pointed out that combination of these body measurements were unique and

therefore this practice continued till an erroneous identification of prisoner was

established. By that time, use of fingerprints in personal identification was

introduced and Brtillonage was combined with it. These examples may be said

as a precursor of the modern biometry though it was manual. All the collected

fingerprints were classified as per the formula; unknown fingerprints were

retrieved from the record if they are available already in the record.

With the advancement in technology, attempts were made to make the recognition

process easier, faster and error proof and thus came into existence biometry.

Biometrics can be defined as the science of verifying and establishing the identity

of an individual through physiological features or behavioral traits. The term

may be explained by its essential two dimensions that are the characteristics and

the process. Characteristic invariably must be biological (physiological and

anatomical) and /or behavioral while the process may involve a system leading

to identification based on the above mentioned characteristics. It can be said that

the characteristics are supposed to make a unique pattern that is memorised by

the machine and at the time of retrieval, it compares the pattern in question with

the stored pattern data and recognises one unique pattern matching the questioned

one. In modern technological terms it is known as pattern recognition, a branch

of artificial intelligence.

The first systematic biometrics based on iris pattern was proposed by

ophthalmologist Frank Burch in 1936 followed by face and speech based

biometric in 1960.

The fingerprint based biometric tools were developed by FBI in sixties and then

many more parameters were introduced as signature, palm and gait pattern.

After standardisation of all the processes of biometrics, first personal identification

system became operational in 2004 and is known as the United States Visitor

and Immigrant Status Indication Technology (US-VISIT). Presently, we can

classify all the biometric tools used in personal identification in three groups as

physical biometrics, behavioral biometrics and chemical/biological biometrics.
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Physical biometrics is based on the physical features of the human body as face,

iris pattern, hand geometry and fingerprints. Example of behavioral biometrics

is handwriting, signature and speech while under chemical/biological biometrics,

perspiration; skin composition can be included though this group of biometrics

is still at the developmental stage.

Any biometric tool to be used as an efficient identification means, it has to have

the following five properties: 1) It should be universal i.e. trait must be present

in every one, 2) It should be unique that is trait should vary to that extent that it

is different in every member of relevant population, 3) The trait should be

permanent, 4) The trait must be measurable, 5) The trait cannot be imitated easily.

Apart from this, technology being involved in using any trait should be accurate,

fast and robust. Also the interface between the person and the machine should be

acceptable with respect to the ease and comfort. Privacy of the information may

also be included here for consideration of any technique.

Biometrics can be used for two purposes, one for verification and the other for

identification.

In case of verification, the questioned biometric is compared against the available

template of the biometric in stored data. This is generally used for access control

devices where only authorised person is allowed to have access to that device/

application. In case of identification, one or more comparisons are performed

and if the questioned data matches with the existing templates then the identity

is established.

These days, biometrics which are in use, are based on the following:

Fingerprints, Iris pattern, Face prints, DNA identification, Voice prints,

Handwriting analysis.

Some of the salient features of each of these biometric tools are explained below:

1.3.1 Fingerprints Biometrics

 Inked fingerprints are obtained on paper and scanned or fingerprints are directly

scanned with the help of special scanners available commercially in the market.

The scanned fingerprint is then looked for ridge details (minutiae) like ridge

endings, ridge bifurcations with respect to their position and direction, number

of ridges between particular two points. In this way, for each fingerprint, a unique

template is developed and stored in the data base which is used for comparison

when a new fingerprint is received.

The fingerprint biometrics has many applications as criminal identification where

Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) is used to retrieve

fingerprints of criminals. Similarly, the unique identification (UID) or ADHAAR

has been started by the government of India to have a unique identification based

on the biometric tools including fingerprints.

1.3.2 Iris Patterns Biometrics

 It is based on the concept that iris pattern is unique and permanent throughout

the life of the person since formed first in around 8th month of intra uterine life.
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converted into a template called Iris codes. To capture the high quality images,

illumination is made with the help of near infra red radiation.

1.3.3 Retinal Pattern Biometrics

Retina present in the back of the eye is illuminated and blood capillaries pattern

in the area is photographed with the help of high resolution camera. The digitised

images are converted into templates and stored for further comparison when

required.

1.3.4 Facial Recognition Biometrics

The human face is the most commonly used parameter to identify a person by

others from his family, friends etc. One recognises near ones immediately in a

fraction of second by just looking. This very property of the face that it has a

combination of features like eye, eyebrows, nose, lips, chin etc., may provide a

unique template for each person. In biometrics, as the image of the face may be

available in dynamic for in videos therefore, in addition to static images of the

face, system for comparing dynamic images was required to be developed. The

face recognition biometrics helps in preventive forensics where surveillance of

the person having access to public places like airports, railway stations and malls

etc., can be maintained.

1.3.5 DNA Biometrics

DNA of every individual is unique with an exception to monozygotic twins and

therefore can prove as the most reliable and robust biometric tool for all biometric

purposes. Earlier the technology to analyse DNA was not very common and cost

effective therefore it was not possible to think of a viable model but now the

technology has become very simple and cost effective and the situation has

changed. Another reason for choosing this tool may be easy availability of DNA

from an individual. Almost everything belonging to a person like saliva on

envelope; blood; hair; finger nails; used tooth picks; ear buds; sweat etc may be

a very good source of it as every one of these has cells containing DNA. The

only drawback of this method is that it is too expensive and secondly no data

base is available for comparison.

1.3.6 Handwriting and Voice Biometrics

Handwriting of a mature person is said to be unique and for centuries being used

to establish the authorship of a document or signature on the basis of the unique

way of formation of writing strokes. But, in case of modern biometrics, it is not

the case and writing geometry is considered in static format of biometrics while

in dynamic handwriting biometrics along with geometry, dynamic features like

acceleration, velocity, pressure etc are used to recognise an individual. For this,

special writing platforms and pens are designed to record the features and convert

into templates.

Similarly voice has individuality, which is due to the shape and size of vocal

cord, mouth, nasal cavity and lips. Any variation in these may also result in

variation in the voice. To collect the specimen of the voice, text dependent or

text independent modules are available which help in collection of uniform sample

for comparison. It is frequently used in telephone conversation regarding password

setting, tele-banking etc.
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Both these tools are behavioural biometrics based and therefore chances of higher

false rejection and false acceptance rate is observed. Both these systems have a

restricted applicability due to lack of data base. In fact voice recognition is case

dependent and can’t be used as a biometric tool.

By acquiring the knowledge of such new technologies, one can start one’s own

agency to acquire the data of employees for various industries, government

agencies, impart training and also become an employee at Adhaar (Unique

Identification Authority of India).

1.4 DERMATOGLYPHICS

A fingerprint is an impression of these friction ridges present on the fingers’

palm, toes and soles.

Role of fingerprints in personal identification

Personal identification through fingerprints has long been recognised and is

regarded as the greatest contribution to law enforcement.  Though, not everyone

has been fingerprinted but huge data has been collected on fingerprints that could

be used safely for the absolute identity of an individual.

From these studies the following fact based principles have been evolved:

1) A fingerprint is an individual characteristic. No two fingers have identical

ridge characteristics. So far no two fingers have been observed to possess

identical ridge characteristics.

2) A fingerprint will remain unchanged during an individual’s lifetime as they

appear in intra-uterine life and remain till the time skin is damaged

permanently or disintegrated after death. Certain diseases also may cause

damage to the friction skin.

3) Fingerprints have general ridge patterns which make it possible

to systematically classify. This advantage allow us to classify fingerprints

of  large number of individuals systematically just like books are classified

and arranged in the library to retrieve them easily to save time.

Use of fingerprints in personal identification is very common in the following

fields:

• Identification of criminals whose fingerprints are found at the scene of crime.

• Identification of fugitives through fingerprints comparison.

• Identification of persons and maintenance of identity records (service or

criminals).

• Identification of unknown deceased person.

• Identification of mass disaster victims.

• Prevention of hospital mistakes in exchange of newly born babies.

• Establishing correct identity in cases of kidnapping, unconscious persons,

missing persons, mistaken identity.
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instead of signature, thumb impressions are marked.

• Authentication through biometrics in cases of entry in offices, hotel rooms,

access to computers or such gadgets.

• In passport and immigration cases.

With the introduction of Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)

technology, use of computers is possible for quick retrieval of recorded

fingerprints data. In most of the cases, chance fingerprints may be available at

the scene of occurrence which may be invisible to naked eyes and called latent

fingerprints. Therefore, it is required to make them visible for further analysis to

establish identity. For this, various physical and chemical methods are available.

1.4.1 Various Types of Fingerprint Pattern

The dermal ridges tend to make some specific patterns on distal phalanges of the

fingers represent following type of the patterns and are of immediate concern.

The main types of the patterns are as following: Arch; Loops; Whorls.

Apply a thin film of the printing ink on the distal phalange of the fingers and roll

it on a paper to get a rolled impression of the finger.

Activity 4

Get an ink stamp pad and touch ridges side of your thumb lightly to the ink

pad so that the ridged skin may be inked. Move this inked thumb on the

white sheet. Take a hand lens (magnifier) to see the magnified image of the

print and identify the pattern type. You may repeat the same process with

other fingers of both the hands.

1.4.2 Scene of Crime Fingerprints

Fingerprints found at the crime scene may be of three types: 1) Visible fingerprints,

2) Plastic fingerprints, and 3) Latent fingerprints.

Visible fingerprints as the term suggests, are visible by naked eyes without any

aid. The fingerprint is visible as long as there is sufficient contrast between the

print and its support. They do not require any treatment for their enhancement

and can be photographed directly for record and further analysis purpose

Plastic fingerprints are those prints which are formulated on soft, greasy or

plastic surfaces. These are visible and thus can be photographed and sent for

comparison purpose.

Latent fingerprint is the most common form of fingerprint evidence but they

have to be made visible. The application of an optical, physical or chemical

treatment is required to visualise it. The latent fingerprints are deposited by the

friction ridge surface and composed of complex mixture of natural secretions

and contaminants from the environment.

Development of fingerprints depends upon the type of surface on which they

exist, temperature of the surface, and surface texture. All surfaces bearing latent

fingerprints can be divided into three main groups: 1) porous (e.g., paper),
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2) semi porous (e.g., polymer bank note), and 3) nonporous (e.g., polythene).

Different type of the surfaces may need different set of treatment therefore it

should be kept in mind that same type of surface should be tried to evaluate a

proposed detection sequence  before proceeding for the same treatment on the

evidence material.

1.4.3 Development of Latent Fingerprints

Large number methods are available to develop the latent fingerprints. By

acquiring the knowledge of fingerprints, one can become a fingerprint expert

giving opinion about the identification of the disputed fingerprints in cases of

land and property disputes.  One can also work as free lancing fingerprint recorder

for the immigration agencies of various countries who require fingerprints of the

applicant.

Activity 5

Take a white paper or a white laminate sheet; impress your palm on the

surface. Put some colour powder as Holi colour (Gulal), Turmeric powder

or any such colour powder on one corner of the surface and roll the paper

slightly up and down. Observe, if the ridges are visible. If so, then latent

fingerprints are developed.

1.5 EXAMINATION OF BODY FLUIDS AND

TISSUES

Tissue material, blood and other body fluids may be encountered in most of the

crime related as well as other cases as mass disasters, accidents. Blood and

damaged, disintegrated body parts are generally found in such cases. In addition

to this semen, saliva, urine, vomit etc. may also be available in many cases of

offence. These may be found in stained form therefore a little different

methodology is to be adopted in such cases. First, is to examine the stain physically

by naked eyes or with special radiations depending upon the situation. After

successfully locating the stains they must be encircled so that in laboratory they

can be examined without wasting time to relocate. To ascertain whether  the

stain is blood or some other red coloured material we have to go for presumptive

tests like Benzedrine test, Phenolphthalein test. Once it is confirmed that it is

blood then the question arises whether the blood is human or not? For this

precipitin test is conducted where suspect blood extract is taken in a special tube

called precipitin tube and to this different antisera like anti human sera, anti cow

sera, anti dog sera, anti fowl sera may be added. It is important to ascertain this

fact, as many times fake cases are made where animal blood is used. After this,

to find out to whom this blood belongs and this is called individualisation. If the

blood found at the scene is found to be of B group and none of the suspects

belonged to this group then it could be safely said that the blood from the scene

belongs to none of them. From the fresh blood it is not an issue to determine the

blood group in no time as antisera are available which reacts with their

corresponding antigen present in the blood but in case of stains where it may be

not only old but also may have been disintegrated. In this case, blood groups are

determined indirectly by techniques like, absorption-inhibition technique,

absorption-elution technique and mixed agglutination technique. The same
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tissue material.  The stains other than blood as of saliva, semen urine are generally

found on the garments and therefore may not be visible clearly by naked eyes.

Therefore the garments suspected of having these stains are examined in ultra

violet radiation to locate them. After location, the same may be extracted for

their identification. Semen stain may be identified by acid phosphotase test, a

test for semen specific protein P-30 and finally the microscopic examination of

stain for the presence of spermatozoa. The presence of saliva may be confirmed

by performing test of amylase enzyme. Urea stains may be detected by the odor

of the stain as well as under ultra violet radiation to have fluorescence. To confirm

the presence of urine, urea nitrate crystal test, creatinine test can be conducted.

1.6 SUMMARY

In this lesson on forensic anthropology, many diverse topics related with personal

identification have been addressed. While identification of skeletal remains is a

major issue concerning origin of bone, its age, sex, and to whom it may belong,

biometrics address the issue of individualisation in two ways that is verification

and identification. After going through this lesson and getting trained in these

streams of knowledge one can help crime scene investigating agencies to

reconstruct the events in which that particular crime occurred. Forensic science

laboratories recruit scientist at various levels for their routine work to examine

bones, body fluids, fingerprints etc.
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Sample Questions

1) Define forensic anthropology and discuss its functions and scope.

2) How would you determine the age of a person from the human skull?
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3) How would the probable age of an individual be assessed from a recovered

skull?

4) Describe the procedure of examination of the skeletal remains recovered

from a scene of crime.

5) Biometrics is a modern tool in personal identification. Discuss.

6) Describe various types of fingerprint patterns.

7) How would you develop latent fingerprints present on various surfaces?

8) How body fluid can help in identification of an individual?
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UNIT 2 HUMAN GENETICS AND SOCIETY
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Learning Objectives

It is expected that after reading Unit 2, you would be able to:

Ø discuss the importance of blood groups and the procedure in carrying out

the ABO and Rh (D) blood group systems;

Ø understand and explain  different abnormal hemoglobin’s; and

Ø discuss what is genetic counseling and genetic screening and the processes

of genetic counseling and genetic screening.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

As you know, physical anthropology is mainly concerned with human variation

and evolution. However within physical anthropology numerous specialised

branches arise such as human growth and development, genetic demography,

population genetics, forensic anthropology, human genetics, molecular

anthropology, physiological anthropology, applied physical anthropology etc.

But applied physical anthropology is one of the major fields where the knowledge

of physical anthropology can be practiced in the society. One such example is

anthropometric measurements collected from different populations of the world

are used in designing equipment, (furniture, head gear) garment industry, footwear

industry etc.  Nowadays the understanding of human genetics has turn out to be

a central part of our society and the information of human genetics gained by

physical anthropologists can be applied and practiced in society.  Hence this unit

focuses on some of the areas of human genetics namely, blood group

polymorphism, haemoglobinopathies, genetic counseling and genetic screening.

Physical anthropologists on gaining knowledge in these areas are able to practice

them in the society.

&
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In blood transfusion the determination of blood group is very important. The

determination of blood group is a part of the curriculum for the physical

anthropology students. Hence it is indeed necessary to understand the blood

groups. So we will provide a brief history of the blood groups and the procedure

involved in the determination of ABO and Rh (D) blood groups, the two major

blood group systems which are being used in the blood.

Karl Landsteiner discovered the ABO blood group system in 1901 and later on

more than 20 distinct blood group systems have been identified. They are MNS,

P, Rh, Lutheran, Kell, Lewis, Duffy, Kidd etc. However till now ABO is the

major human blood group system which has four major blood groups:  A, B, AB

and O.   All people can be placed into one of these four (A, B, AB and O) blood

groups based on the presence or absence of two antigens and two antibodies.

The antigens designated as A and B and the antibodies Anti-A and Anti-B. The

antigens are present on the red blood cells while the antibodies are found in the

plasma. The following table shows the antigens and the corresponding antibodies

preset in a blood group. AB blood group is considered as the universal recipient

and O group as the universal donor.

Blood Antigen Antibody Can Donate Can Receive

Group Blood  to Blood from

A A Anti-B A, AB A, O

B B Anti-A B, AB B, O

AB A and B None AB AB, O

O None Anti-A and A, B, AB, O O

Anti-B

Procedure for Identification ABO Blood Groups: Two methods are in practice

one is porcelain tile/slide method and the other one is tube method.

Tile/Slide Method: Place one drop of Anti-A serum in one cavity of the slide/

tile and same quantity of Anti-B serum in another cavity.  Add one drop of 10%

cell suspension already prepared from the collected blood sample in normal saline

to each cavity and wait for 2 to 3 minutes and observe the agglutination reaction.

If agglutination is observed in the cavity where Anti-A serum was added it

indicates A blood group; if the reaction occurs in the cavity where Anti B is

added it indicates B blood group. If the agglutination is observed in both the

cavities the blood group is AB group while lack of agglutination in both the

cavities indicate O group.

Tube Method: Take two small test tubes and add one drop of Anti-A serum into

one tube and one drop of Anti-B serum into another tube.  Add one drop of 3-5%

cell suspension (already prepared from the collected blood sample) to each tube.

Mix the contents gently and allow them at room temperature for few minutes.

Then observe for the agglutination reaction. Interpret the results as stated for the

tile/slide method.
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Rh (D) Blood Group: This is another major blood group system which is also

used in transfusion medicine. The Rh blood group system was discovered in

1940 by Karl Landsteiner and Weiner. This blood group system is based on the

presence or absence of Rh antigen frequently called the Rh factor. The term

“positive” or “negative” refers to either the presence or absence of the Rh D

antigen. While blood grouping if the blood agglutinates in presence of anti-Rh D

antibody, it indicates as positive and if the blood does not agglutinate, it indicates

as negative.

Procedure for Identification of Rh D Blood Group:  Place one drop of anti-

Rh D serum in a micro tube and  add 1 drop of 5% cell suspension  (already

prepared from the collected blood sample). Keep the contents at 37o C for minutes

and then observe for agglutination reaction. If agglutination occurs in anti-Rh D

serum, the Rh factor is positive; and if it does not, the Rh factor is negative.

2.3 HEMOGLOBINOPATHIES

This is another important area of human genetics, the information gained in this

area may be practiced in the society by physical anthropologists. Before going

into the details of Haemoglobinopathies, let us have a brief look on the normal

Hemoglobin. Hemoglobin is a tetramer that consists of two á-like and two â-

like globin subunits. Hemoglobin is an air-containing protein of the red blood

cells. There are four kinds of hemoglobin: the ‘embryonic’ haemoglobin, the

‘fetal haemoglobin’ (HbF), Adult haemoglobin’ (HbA) and Hemoglobin A
2

(HbA2). Under normal conditions, the red cell of an adult man contains

approximately 98% HbA, traces of HbF and 2.0% of HbA2. On the other hand

Haemoglobinopathies are the inherited disorders of blood.  Following is the

brief account on Haemoglobinopathies.

The inherited disorders of hemoglobin comprise Hemoglinopathy and

Thalassaemias. Haemoglobinopathies comprise a major bulk of non communicable

genetic diseases and one of the major public health problems in many countries

including India. They are most widespread in ethnic populations from Africa,

the Mediterranean basin and Southeast Asia. The vulnerable segments of the

society like infants and children, adolescent girls, pregnant women, etc. are

severely affected by these abnormalities and also cause a high degree of morbidity,

moderate to severe hemolytic anemia. The most frequent mutations of hemoglobin

which affect the beta globin gene and result in a  hemoglobinopathies are sickle

hemoglobin (HbS); hemoglobin C (HbC); hemoglobin D (HbD); hemoglobin E

(HbE); hemoglobin O Arab (HbOArab). But in India Hb S, Hb E and Hb D are

widely prevalent.

But Thalassaemias are hereditary disorders of hemoglobin synthesis characterised

by reduced rate of production of normal hemoglobin due to absence or decrease

in the synthesis of  the amount of the globin  chain produced. It can be divided

into alpha Thalassaemias (α Thal) and beta Thalassaemias (βThal). Beta-

Thalassaemias is again of two types – Thalassaemias major and Thalassaemia

minor. Thalassaemia major causes severe hemolytic anemia while the

Thalassaemia minor causes mild anemia.
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The diagnostic methods for hemoglobinopathies are discussed briefly.

Diagnostic Methods:  The abnormal hemoglobin’s or hemoglobinopathies can

be identified by various laboratory methods which include haematological

examination, electrophoretic techniques,  estimation of fetal hemoglobin (Hb

F), determination of hemoglobin A2 (HbA2), sickle cell examination,  high

pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) etc. Hematological examination consists

of determination of: total hemoglobin concentration (g/100ml), number of red

blood cells (106/mm3),   and percent of packed cell volume (PCV) (haematocrit),

naked eye single tube red cell osmotic fragility test (NESTROFT). Then

calculation of different red cell indices such as mean corpuscular volume (MCV

in µ3), mean corpuscular hemoglobin (MCH in µµg) and  mean corpuscular

hemoglobin concentration (MCHC in percent).  For calculation of the red cell

indices the following formulae are used:

    haematocrit (%) ×10
 MCV = ————————————
            RBC count (millins/mm3) blood

haemoglobin (g/100ml) ×100
MCH = —————————————

haematocrit (%)

   Hb (g) × 100
MCHC= —————————

           haematocrit (%)

However these red cell indices can also be obtained through standard electronic

cell counters.

To diagnose hemoglobin abnormalities Electrophoretic technique is an easy and

convenient method. This can be performed either on paper, in starch gel, on

cellulose acetate, in agarose gel and in acrylamide gel. The fetal hemoglobin can

be determined with the help of alkali denaturation, blood slide and electrophoretic

methods. But hemoglobin A2 can be determined by using electrophoretic technique.

Different methods are available to diagnose sickle cell anemia (Bhasin and

Chahal, 1996) and they are Scriver and Waugh method, Bisulfite method and

Sickledex method. But most common method to diagnose sickle anemia is

Bisulfite method.

But recently high-performance liquid chromatography technique has been used

for the diagnosis of haemoglobinopathies and thalassemias. Their advantages

over other methods include sensitivity, resolution, and simplicity as well as speed.

2.4 GENETIC COUNSELING

Genetic counseling is an important area of applied human genetics which can be

practiced in the society. The counselor should have adequate knowledge in the

counseling process. The counselor is preferably a medical doctor or a profession

who is having knowledge in human genetics. The duty of a counselor is to offer
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the necessary genetic information and also the information about social, economic

and psychological aspects related through the case.

Genetic Counseling,  defined by Harper (1984), is “the process by which patients

or relatives at risk of a disorder (that may be hereditary) are advised of the

consequences of the disorder, the probability of developing and or transmitting

it, and the ways in which this may be prevented or ameliorated”. However, the

American Society of Human Genetics (1975) formulated the definition as

“Genetic counseling is a communication process which deals with the human

problems associated with the risk of occurrence of a genetic disorder in a family”.

This consists of establishing an exact diagnosis and estimation of risks of

recurrence or incidence in a family member. This process involves an attempt by

one or more appropriately trained persons to help the individual or family to:

1) Know the medical facts including the diagnosis, probable course of the

disorder, and the available management;

2) Understand the way hereditary contributes to the disorder and the risk of

recurrence in specified relatives;

3) Appreciate the alternatives for dealing with the risk of recurrence;

4) Select a course of action which seems to them appropriate in their view of

their risk, their family goals, and their ethical and religious standards and

act in accordance with that decision; and

5) To make the best possible adjustment to the disorder in an affected family

member and/or to the risk of recurrence of that disorder.

Now let us see how genetic counseling is done

Firstly, it is necessary to identify people suffering from a genetic disorder; and

this is relatively easy for a trained clinician. But, it is difficult to identify a carrier

for genetic disease and in most cases, it is not possible. However, information on

the likelihood of an individual being a carrier for a genetic disease can be obtained

by the analysis of family history or pedigree analysis as detailed below. Thereafter,

the prospective parents either suffering from or suspected to be heterozygous for

some genetic disease are advised about the risk of their would-be children

suffering from the same disease. By creating a suitable social environment, such

parents may be encouraged to voluntarily abstain from producing children.

Pedigree analysis

Pedigree is a family history of hereditary condition or diagram of a family history

representing the family members, their relationships to proband (the affected

individual that brings family to medical attention), and their status with respect

to a particular hereditary condition. While constructing a pedigree, following

symbols can be used. The following diagram presents the standard symbols and

relationships for Pedigree analysis. Males are represented by squares and females

by circles. Mating is represented by a horisontal line connecting a male and a

female. Children are represented by vertical lines which go downwards from the

parents’ line.
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Source: Migeneticsconnection.org

The inheritance pattern of biological characters whether they are dominant or

recessive for a particular genetic disease is determined by pedigrees analysis.

The following diagram is an example of such a pedigree.

Source: Faculty.clintoncc.suny.edu

Pedigree analysis assists the counselor to decide if a trait is Mendelian.  It also

assists the counselor to establish the mode of inheritance. In pedigree analysis

the first step is to observe the number and relationships of all individuals who

express the same or similar clinical features. From this, we will be in a position

to determine if the disorder is dominant or recessive, autosomal or X-linked by

observing the typical patterns of inheritance.

After having known the inheritance pattern of the disorder, we can evaluate the

status of family members in the pedigree. Then by examining the position of

affected individuals, mutation carriers could be identified. With the data available,

we can estimate the risk of carrier to other family members or the possibility that

a couple may have an affected child.

Male

Female

Sex unspecified

Proband

Affected

Carrier (autosomal)

Carrier (X-linked)

Deceased

Divorced

Consanguinous

mating

Zygosity unkown

Dizygotic twins

Monozygotic twins

Adopted out

Adopted

in

Offspring (vertical

line connects parents

with offspring)

Couple (horisontal

line connects mates)

Standardised Pedigree Symbols

and Relationships

?
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Genetic counseling is essentially a communication process that informs

prospective parents about the nature of genetic disorders, about the risk of their

having a genetically defective child, and about the options available to them in

dealing with that risk. Or else they can opt to cope with the care of an existing

genetically handicapped child. Genetic screening, in contrast, is a routine

diagnostic procedure devised to detect those who are carriers of, or who are

themselves affected by, a hereditary disease. Genetic screening applies to

populations rather than to individuals. The most-widespread application of genetic

screening in the United State is for phenylketonuria (PKU).  All hospitals in the

United States screen newborn babies for PKU by a blood test called Guthrie test.

After genetic screening, if both the parents are heterozygous for a genetic disease

and the genotypes of both the prospective parents become known,  then it is

easier to work out the probability of their  child (if they decide to have one)

inheriting the disease. This can be done through amniocentesis about two months

after conception; i.e. Through amniocentesis; the cultured fetal cells are used for

determining their karyotype, levels of the critical enzymes and the restriction

patterns of DNA. Such an antenatal diagnosis is now available for several genetic

diseases and for a variety of chromosomal defects. Such a diagnosis can help the

parents to opt for premature termination of abnormal fetus, if they so decide.

Genetic counseling and antenatal diagnosis provides definite relief to the possible

parents ‘at risk’ and thereby reduce the frequency of genetically defective

individuals in the population. However, it is unlikely that these measures would

eliminate the deleterious alleles from a population. This is so because most genetic

defects are recessive and heterozygotes for such alleles. Thus, even after a total

ban on reproduction by the homozygotes for such recessive alleles, they would

remain in the population through the heterozygotes, therefore, even such an

extreme selection would lead to only a slow decline in their frequency. Further,

it is not likely that all the couples in any society will willingly submit themselves,

at least in the foreseeable future, to these procedures. But genetic counseling has

become a routine aspect of medical practice in most developed countries.

It has been advocated that defective genes may be corrected through sophisticated

genetic techniques either during the early stages of embryo development (embryo

therapy) or in specific tissues of the adult patient (patient therapy); such an

approach is referred to as genetic surgery. Embryo therapy involves

1) In vitro fertilisation of egg.

2) Production of several copies of the normal allele of the defective gene.

3) Introduction of this DNA into the zygote or in the cells of the developing

embryo.

4) Integration of DNA, preferably in place of the defective allele, so that it may

function normally.

The aim of patient therapy is to introduce the normal gene into the critical tissue

of the patient that is affected by a genetic disease, i.e., the tissue where the

concerned gene is required to express itself the most, e.g., pancreas in the case of
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diabetes. The steps involved in patient therapy are similar to those in embryo

therapy.  But in this case, cells from the concerned tissues have to be treated in

vitro to correct their genetic defects and then reintroduced into the tissue where

they may function normally. Techniques for isolation, identification and

multiplication of many human genes are now available, and for many others

they are likely to be developed soon. The techniques for gene transfer in eukaryotes

are being refined and it may not be a great problem in the near future.

A suggestion has also been made to use highly specific chemical mutagens that

will correct the defect in the concerned gene. Such a directed mutagenesis,

however, is a dream that may be more difficult to fulfill for the patient and embryo

therapies through DNA mediated genetic modifications. Genetic screening and

counseling may also lead to certain problems. The cases of mistaken paternity,

the problem of confidentiality, delayed counseling are important among them.

2.6 SUMMARY

Practicing anthropology is one of the significant areas where the information

gained by anthropologists is practiced outside academia. Since physical

anthropologists have attracted towards human genetics and human genetics has

turned out be a central part of society, the knowledge in some of the areas of

human genetics gained by physical anthropologists can be practiced outside

academia. Some of the areas consist of serology, hemoglobinopathies, genetic

counseling and genetic screening. It is well known fact that the ABO and Rh (D)

blood groups are being used in transfusion medicine. Hence the history and

methodology of blood group polymorphism is presented. The inherited disorders

of hemoglobin encompass Haemoglinopathy and Thalassaemias. The

hemoglobinopathies consist of sickle hemoglobin (HbS); hemoglobin C (HbC);

hemoglobin D (HbD);  Hemoglobin E (HbE); hemoglobin O Arab (HbOArab).

But widely frequent hemoglobinopathies in India are Hb S, Hb E and Hb D.

Genetic counseling is a process that seeks to assist affected individuals and other

individuals at risk of getting an inherited condition; it also helps to understand

the nature of the genetic disorder, its transmission and the options available for

their management and family planning. On the other hand genetic screening is a

regular diagnostic procedure worked out to identify the persons who are carriers

of, or who are themselves affected by, a hereditary disease. Genetic screening

concerns to populations rather than to persons.
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Sample Questions

1) Briefly discuss the applications of human genetics in the society.

2) What is genetic screening? Explain its process.

3) Write short notes on the following:

a) Genetic counseling

b) Haemoglobinopathies

c) Blood groups
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Learning Objectives

After going through this unit, you will be able to:

Ø comprehend about the enormous genetic variation in humans;

Ø critically evaluate how these genetic variations are maintained by balanced

polymorphisms; and

Ø explore the possible applications of genetic polymorphisms for the betterment

of mankind.

&
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Physical anthropology primarily studies biological variation in human beings.

All the biological and morphological traits exhibit variation and thus are important

in understanding not only the variation but even the inheritance pattern shown

by most of them. Expansion in the applicability of human genetics to human

welfare has created numerous possibilities in reducing the diseases and improving

the health status as well as looking into the potential problems like, ethical,

moral and practical. It is apparent that numerous polymorphic traits are genetic

in nature and are inherited in a simple Mendelian fashion. For example blood

group systems, serum proteins haemoglobin variants. With the advent of new

and advanced techniques more and more polymorphic traits have been identified

and are being used for the welfare of the humankind. Besides considering different

types of polymorphisms, the use of DNA technology is quite pertinent for

establishing the ancestry as well as solving the problems related to disputed

parentage and genetic counselling .The forensic aspect is the latest addition as it

not only helps in determining the age and sex of the skeletal material recovered

in criminal cases, but also determining the living stature of the individual to

whom the bones belong. The reconstruction of the face from the skull using

computer graphics and tomography are the latest methods that have been included

in the gamut of applied physical anthropology.

3.2 CONCEPT OF GENETIC POLYMORPHISM,

TYPES OF POLYMORPHISM

The word ‘polymorphism’ has been derived from the Greek words poly (polloi)

meaning many and morphs meaning forms. Ford (1940) has defined

polymorphism as “the occurrence together in the same habitat of two or more

discontinuous forms of a species in such proportions that the rarest of them

cannot be maintained merely by recurrent mutation”. Most of the polymorphic

traits are genetic in nature and are inherited as a simple Mendelian fashion. Genetic

polymorphic traits are different blood group systems, various red cell proteins,

serum proteins and haemoglobin variants, etc. Genes that occupying the same

locus on a particular chromosome and control the heredity of a particular

characteristic, such as blood type are known as alleles. When more than one

version of the same trait is common such as blue and brown eyes or type- A,

type- B and type- O blood groups the population is said to be polymorphic for

that trait. Humans have long been recognised to be polymorphic for blood groups,

skin colour, hair texture, stature and other traits. Genetic polymorphism promotes

diversity within a population. It often persists over many generations because no

single form has an overall advantage or disadvantage over the others regarding

natural selection. The types of polymorphic systems so far discovered have,

naturally, reflected the techniques used for detecting them. A polymorphism may

be transient; this happens if a favourable gene is spreading through the population.

But the majority of polymorphisms, particularly all those discovered in human

are not transient; they are balanced polymorphisms and have existed for a very

long time. These polymorphic traits are often used in the study of population

diversity, movement and relationship between and within various populations.

In recent times, enormous advances in the analysis of such genetic variation

have been made. New biochemical and immunological polymorphisms have
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been discovered due to advancement of various techniques like iso-electric

focusing and more recently a vast array of DNA polymorphisms have been added.

Genetic polymorphism is actively and steadily maintained in populations by

natural selection, in contrast to transient polymorphisms where a form is

progressively replaced by another. By definition, genetic polymorphism relates

to a balance or equilibrium between morphs. The mechanisms that conserve it

are types of balancing selection. In many cases, an allele that is harmful in the

homozygous condition may produce a heterozygote whose reproductive fitness

exceeds that of the normal homozygote. This is called a balance polymorphism.

Examples of balanced polymorphisms in humans include persons who are carriers

for sickle-cell anemia or beta thalassaemia. Blood group differences, once

considered harmless and rather subtle variations, little affected by selection, may

in fact be associated with considerable differences in susceptibility to certain

diseases. Thus, persons having blood group O are about 40% more likely to

develop duodenal ulcer than those belonging to A, B and AB blood groups.

3.3 CLINICAL GENETIC TRAITS: ABO, RH (D),

SERUM PROTEINS

Genetic polymorphisms can be found in body fluids and almost every cell of the

human body. These polymorphisms are detected by various means viz., plasma

proteins like Haptoglobin (HP), Transferrin (TF), and Group specific component

(GC); red cell enzymes like Adenylate Kinase (AK), Phosphoglucomutase (PGM),

Esterase-D (ESD), Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH), etc and Human leukocyte

antigen [HLA]).

3.3.1 Human Blood Group Systems

a) ABO Blood Group

The first human polymorphism discovered was the ABO blood groups

(Landsteiner 1901). This initial discovery opened an unseen world of

biological diversity for anthropologists and geneticists. The ABO blood group

system is the most studied and well known of the simple genetic traits in

humans. This genetic system is located on chromosome 9. There are three

major alleles (A, B and O) in the system: A and B behaves as codominant

alleles, and O is recessive.

All the common blood types, such as the ABO blood group system, are

genetic polymorphisms. Here we see a system where there are more than

two morphs: the phenotypes are A, B, AB and O are present in all human

populations, but vary in proportion in different parts of the world. The

phenotypes are controlled by multiple alleles at one locus. These

polymorphisms are seemingly never eliminated by natural selection; the

reason came from a study of disease statistics.

The worldwide variation and clines for the A, B, and 0 alleles suggest that

mechanisms of evolution (gene flow, genetic drift, and natural selection)

have played a role in their distribution and frequency. Worldwide, the 0

allele is the most common (about 63%), while A is next at about 21%, and

B at 16%. There is, however, much variation, with the frequency of 0 ranging

from about 40% to 100% in populations across the world. The ABO blood
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group system is the most studied genetic system from the Indian sub-

continent. It is confirmed that the B allele frequencies among the population

of Indian sub-continent are the highest in the world. Currently more than

160 red blood cell antigens are identifiable. Most have been implicated in

blood transfusion reacting and presumably are involved in mother-foetus

exchanges. The frequencies of most genetic variations in a population have

a spatial gradient slope. Geographical distribution of blood groups (the

differences in gene frequency between populations) is broadly consistent

with the classification of “races” developed by early anthropologists on the

basis of visible features.

b) The Rh System

The discovery of the Rh blood group system was an important scientific

breakthrough because it finally explained some unexpected transfusion

reactions and haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN). The clinically

important antibody discovered by Levine and Stetson (1939) is now

recognised as the Rh system located on chromosome 1. For simplicity’s

sake, red cells are often subdivided into “Rh+” and “Rh-.” The Rh+

designation comes from the presence of the major D antigen and Rh-, from

the absence of D antigen. Several antigens of the Rh system are defined as

the products of three loci: C, D and E, and antigens C, c, D, d, E, e have

been extensively analysed. However, there are few populations in India

studied with five antisera are reported. Forty-five antigens have been

identified in the Rh system, making it one of the more complexes of the

polymorphic systems in humans. For the Rh system the populations of the

Indian subcontinent show high frequencies of the D allele with most common

haplotype (the combination of the sites along one chromosome) observed

in Indian population is CDe. For other blood group systems (K, Fy, JK and

P) the number of studies in different regional and ethnic groups is limited.

c) The blood group system and selection

Apart from the studies on the distribution of O, A, and B genes in ABO

blood groups as well as the distribution Rh(D) blood group system several

studies have been conducted to find the relationship between blood groups

and environmental interaction especially diseases. Statistical research has

shown that the various phenotypes are more, or less, likely to suffer a variety

of diseases. For example, an individual’s susceptibility to cholera and other

diarrheal infections is correlated with their blood type: those with type O

blood are the most susceptible, while those with type AB are the most

resistant. Between these two extremes are the A and B blood types, with

type A being more resistant than type B. An analysis of the data showed that

persons with blood groups A and AB have a disadvantage when exposed to

smallpox. This suggests that the pleiotropic effects of the genes set up

opposing selective forces, thus maintaining a balance.

Rh-induced incompatibility between mother and foetus, known as

erythroblastosis fetalis, is caused by antibody D, Which crosses the placenta

and reacts with red cells of the foetus. This is the most common cause of

severe haemolytic disease of the newborn (HDN). The possibility of

producing a child with HHD occurs when the mother is Rh- and the father

is Rh+, i.e., an incompatible mating because the mother lacks an antigen
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present in the father. Because fetal red cells enter the mother’s circulatory

system primarily during labour, HDN is not common in the first pregnancy.

Apart from the ABO blood group, the other erythrocyte polymorphisms,

serum protein and red-cell enzyme polymorphisms, the HLA system, etc.,

are available.

3.3.2 Haemoglobin Variants

Besides ABO blood groups, more than 200 structural variants of human

haemoglobin are reported but only three of them, HbS (sickle cell trait), HbE,

HbC are found in fairly large areas of the world with heterozygote frequencies of

about 10 percent or higher. The Khmer populations of northern Cambodia and

adjacent areas of north-eastern Thailand in Southeast Asia show the highest

concentration of HbE (55.2%). This haemoglobin variant (HbE) has been found

in high frequencies in eastern India among the Ahom, Khasi, Assamese and Totos,

among whom it ranges from 20% to 58%. In comparison to HbE, the the study

on HbS or sickle cell haemoglobin has been carried out much more extensively

in India. It is well established that the HbS gene is widely distributed in

India except in the eastern region particularly Bengal and Assam. It could also

be noted that sickle cell gene is mostly found among the tribal populations. A

few other variants HbD in the north-west of the Indian sub-continent, HbO

(in the) Indonesia in Celebes attain heterozygote frequency 5 percent. However,

a great majority of Hb variants are rare and do not reach a gene frequency of

one percent.

3.3.3 Balance Polymorphisms

Evidence is now strong that many polymorphisms are maintained in human

populations by balancing selection. Such a balance is seen in sickle-cell anaemia,

which is found mostly in tropical populations in Africa and India. An individual

homozygous for the recessive sickle haemoglobin, HbS, has a short expectancy

of life, whereas the life expectancy of the standard haemoglobin (HbA)

homozygote and also the heterozygote is normal (though heterozygote individuals

will suffer periodic problems). The sickle-cell variant survives in the population

because the heterozygote is resistant to malaria and the malarial parasite kills a

huge number of people each year. This is balancing selection or genetic

polymorphism, balanced between fierce selection against homozygous sickle-

cell sufferers, and selection against the standard HgbA homozygote’s by malaria.

The heterozygote has a permanent advantage (a higher fitness) so long as malaria

exists; and it has existed as a human parasite for a long time. Because the

heterozygote survives, so does the HgbS allele survive at a rate much higher

than the mutation rate.

3.3.4 Lactose Tolerance/Intolerance

There is considerable interest today in investigating genetic base of difference in

human metabolism energy and material transformation within cells as these

differences interact with culture and health. Lactose intolerance and alcoholism

are to be mentioned in this regard. The ability to metabolise lactose, a sugar

found in milk and other dairy products, is a prominent dimorphism that has been

linked to recent human evolution.
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3.3.5 G6PD (Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase)

Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase human polymorphism is also implicated

in malarial resistance. G6PD alleles with reduced activity are maintained at a

high level in endemic malarial regions, despite reduced general viability. Variant

A with 85 percent activity reaches 40 percent in sub-Saharan Africa, but is

generally less than 1 percent outside Africa and the Middle East.

3.3.6 Genetic Variability of Major Histocompatibility Complex

(MHC) in Human Populations

Human major Histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules are called human

leukocyte antigens (HLA), in short, the genetic control of the body’s immune

system, which were discovered in 1958 (Dausset 1958) and is located on

chromosome 6. It is well known that several HLA genes exhibit an extremely

high degree of polymorphism. In particular, the HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C

genes in class-I and the HLA-DR and HLA-DQ genes in class-II are highly

polymorphic in various ethnic groups. Thus, these genes are very useful for tracing

an evolutionary history of human populations.

The genes of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) are highly

polymorphic, and this diversity plays a very important role in resistance to

pathogens. This is the type of genetic variability involved in acceptance or

rejection of organ transplant, defence against cancer and resistance to diseases

such as malaria or measles.

3.4 DNA POLYMORPHISM: STR AND SNP

The study of protein polymorphism has indicated that the extent of genetic

variation in natural populations is enormous. However, the total amount of genetic

variation cannot be known unless it is studied at the DNA level. The results so

far obtained indicate that the extent of DNA polymorphism is far greater than

that of protein polymorphism.

3.4.1 What is DNA Polymorphism?

Non coding nucleotide sequences that contain base pair variations that do not

appear to have a phenotypic effect on the individual are referred to as human

DNA polymorphisms. A DNA polymorphism is any DNA variant recognisable

by a change in DNA sequence that occurs with a frequency of greater than 1 per

cent. Mutation change nucleotides over the course of evolution. Other

evolutionary forces, such as natural selection and random genetic drift, determine

the fate of new mutations. Most mutations are eliminated from population. Some

mutations at a particular DNA site reach polymorphic frequencies (that is over 5

per cent of individuals in the population carry the mutation) and are called

polymorphic DNA site. Recognisable DNA polymorphisms, or marker DNAs

are now being used to locate genes that cause genetic diseases.

The DNA sequence in the human genome comprises a string of approximately 3

billion nucleotides, which is packaged as sub-strings in the haploid set of 23

chromosomes. DNA is not only present in the nuclear region of the cells but are

also present in the mitochondria of the human cells known as mitochondrial

DNA (mtDNA) comprises 16,569 nucleotides. Mitochondrial DNA are
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transmitted only through the females, hence both the males and females receive

their mt DNA from their mothers only. The hyper variable region of the mtDNA

has five to ten times greater mutation rate than nuclear DNA. mt DNA is present

in a high copy number and can be recovered from skeletal remains, hair-shaft,

etc., which are poor sources of nuclear DNA.

3.4.2 DNA Polymorphism versus Biochemical Polymorphism:

What are the Advantages in Population Genetics?

Traditionally population genetic studies have used blood group, red-cell enzyme

and serum protein polymorphisms. Such polymorphisms are generally in the

functional regions of the genome, and therefore under effects of natural selection.

This leads to restricted level of variation. Further, not all polymorphisms can be

detected using the traditional starch-gel electrophoresis technique. DNA

polymorphisms, especially those that are in the non-functional regions of the

genome, are ‘neutral’ polymorphisms, and therefore exhibit much greater levels

of variation. This property makes DNA polymorphisms extremely useful for

population genetic studies. Further, because at the DNA level one can detect a

much greater number of polymorphisms, it has become easy to pick and choose

polymorphisms in any region of the genome. This has facilitated the reconstruction

of heliotypes and the study of haplotype variation, which is far more informative

for population genetic studies.

3.4.3 How is DNA Polymorphism Detected?

The simplest method of detect known single-nucleotide DNA polymorphismsis

by use of restriction end nucleases. Such polymorphisms are called restriction

fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). Fargments of different length produced

by the restriction enzyme can be distinguished by the altered mobility of the

restriction fragments on gel-electrophoresis. These variations in the nucleotide

sequence are not expressed phenotypically because these variations are due to

sequence differences in the non-coding region of the genome. The gold standard

is, of course, DNA sequencing. DNA polymorphism detection has been greatly

facilited by the invention of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique,

which requires nanogram quantities of DNA. In early 1980s, several groups of

molecular biologists began to map the human genome using restriction fragment

length polymorphisms (RFLPs).

3.4.4 Short Tandem Repeats (STR) or Microsatellite

Short tandem repeats are composed shorter and simpler repeat sequences (two

to six nucleotides) in contrast to the RFLPs. These STRs are highly variable and

each of the STRs is determined by a separate locus. These repeats can be amplified

faithfully with the Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enabling precise allele

designations in population surveys on the basis of their DNA sequence.STRs

were first used in forensic case work for the identification of human remains in

Persian Gulf War in 1991.

3.4.5 Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs)

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are sites in the individual genome that

have at least two different nucleotide bases at the same location. This point

mutations or substitution of a single nucleotide, do not change the overall length

of the DNA sequence in that region. Presently. The SNPs are used as tools for
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studying variation within human populations or between different populations.

Over the past years, a large number of different SNP technologies have been

developed based on various methods of allelic discrimination and detection

platforms.

3.4.6 What are the Applications of DNA Polymorphisms in

Anthropology?

It is impossible to exhaustively list all possible applications. The more important

ones are:

a) Inferring population histories and affinities,

b) Reconstructing mutational patterns and dating occurrences of mutations in

populations,

c) Relating inferences in demographic histories of populations,

e) Mapping disease genes, and

f) Tracing trials of disease and other genes.

The best way to study population an affinity is by comparing DNA sequence of

individuals from different populations, since not only is DNA analysis more

informative than analysis of proteins but it is also direct and unambiguous. Genetic

distance analysis based on DNA polymorphisms indicated a major division of

human populations into an African and a Eurasian group. This is consistent with

the postulate that earliest forms of modern human originated in Africa and

subsequently gave rise to all non-African populations.

3.5 FORENSIC AND LEGAL TRAITS: INDIVIDUAL

IDENTIFICATION AND CRIME DETECTION

Forensic anthropology is the application of the science of physical anthropology

to the legal process. Forensic anthropology is an “applied” science. It borrows

methods and techniques developed from skeletal biology and Osteology and

apply them to cases of forensic importance. In this lesson, we discuss forensic

anthropology as an applied science in brief as it has been taken up in detail in the

first unit of this block.

Anthropometry deals with the quantitative assessment of human physiques. When

we take these methods and apply them to unknown modern human remains,

with the aim of establishing identity or manner of death, then we are practicing

the forensic application of Osteology. Forensic anthropology involves the

application of these same methods to modern cases of unidentified human

remains. Through the established methods, a forensic anthropologist can aid law

enforcement in establishing a profile on the unidentified remains. The profile

includes sex, age, ethnicity, height, length of time since death, and sometimes

the evaluation of trauma seen on bones.

3.5.1 Individual Identification and Crime Detection

The anthropologist(s) can assess metric and non-metric characteristics of the

bones to determine the minimum number of individuals, sex, stature, age at

death, time since death, ancestry and race, health, and unique identifying

characteristics such as healed breaks or surgical scars. Sometimes the forensic
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anthropologist must determine whether the remains found are actually human.

Occasionally, positive identification can be established from such remains, but

often only an exclusionary identity can be drawn. However, the primary

responsibility of a forensic anthropologist is to provide law enforcement with a

biological profile of the deceased (age, sex, ancestry, stature, and individualising

characteristics) to help narrow down the possible identity of the decedent.

Forensic anthropologists apply standard scientific techniques developed in

physical anthropology to identify human remains, and to assist in the detection

of crime. In addition to assisting in locating and recovering suspicious remains,

forensic anthropologists work to suggest the age, sex, ancestry, stature, and unique

features of a decedent from the skeleton.

3.5.2 Identification of Sex

In general the human skeleton provides ample evidence of its sex and age: the

bones of the female, for example, are less robust than those of the male and the

ridges which provide attachments for muscles and tendons are less prominent in

the female. The pelvis, thigh-bones and skull are particularly noted for their

sexual characteristics. The female pelvis, constructed to meet the needs of child-

bearing, has several features – notably wider hips – which distinguish it from the

male. Apart from general appearance, a number of measurements can be

conducted on pelvic bones which can help in establishing sex. The difference in

ratio between the lengths of the pubis and ischium (known as the ischium-pubis

index) is commonly used for this purpose. The skulls also have a number of

important features which help to determine the age and sex of a skeleton.

3.5.3 Identification of Age

Age is determined by studying a number of skeletal features in humans, principally

the skull, teeth and centres of ossification. As the young human body develops

from soon after conception until early adulthood, the growth of the bones is

regulated by centres of ossification which gradually fill out and fuse together to

give the bones shape and size. This process is established in a regular pattern

which enables the skilled anatomist to give a reliable estimate of age to within

one or two years. Examination of the growing ends of the bones epiphyses is

especially relevant. The teeth also become important later in the identification of

a specific individual, particularly the age.

3.5.4 Reconstruction of Height

Using the Regression Formula for Estimating Living Stature with standard errors

obtained from the average of the Long Bone Length of both right and left humeri,

ulnae and radii, femurs, tibiae and fibulae, an estimate of the decedent height

could be assessed.

3.5.5 Identification of Decedents

Racial Affiliation: In the present day it is very difficult to comment on the racial

affiliations on examining the skeletal remains. One could comment on the basis

of the cranial index or nasal index as Caucasoids generally have mesocephalic

heads, the Negroids possess Dolichocephalic heads while the Mongoloids have

brachycephalic heads. Similarly the Negroids have very broad nose, while the

Caucasoids have long nose and the mongoloids have small nose.
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Forensic anthropologists frequently work in conjunction with forensic

pathologists, odontologists, and homicide investigators to identify a decedent,

discover evidence of trauma, and determine the post-mortem interval. Though

they typically lack the legal authority to declare the official cause of death, their

opinions may be taken into consideration by the medical examiner. In fact, a

forensic anthropologist is now an integral member of most mass disaster teams.

3.5.6 DNA Profiling

DNA profiling is a way of identifying a specific individual, rather than simply

identifying a species or some particular trait. It is also known as genetic

fingerprinting profiling. As a technology, it has been around since 1985, when it

was announced by its inventor, Sir Alec Jeffrey. DNA profiling is currently used

both for identifying paternity or maternity and for identifying criminals or victims.

DNA uses a specific type of DNA sequence, known as a microsatellite to make

identification much easier. Microsatellites are short pieces of DNA which repeat

many times in a given person’s DNA. In a given area, microsatellites tend to be

highly variable, making them ideal for DNA profiling. By comparing a number

of microsatellites in a given area, one can identify a person relatively easily.

DNA profiling has a high success rate and a very low false-positive rate, making

it an extremely popular form of paternity and maternity verification.

In forensics, DNA profiling is very attractive because it doesn’t require actual

fingerprints, which may or may not be left behind, and may or may not be

obscured. Because all of the DNA sections are contained in every cell, any piece

of a person’s body, from a strand of hair to a skin follicle to a drop of blood, may

be used to identify them using DNA profiling. This is useful in the case of

identifying a criminal, because even a drop of blood or skin left at the crime

scene may be enough to establish innocence or guilt, and it is virtually impossible

to remove all physical trace of one’s presence. DNA profiling is useful in the

case of identifying victims because even in cases where the body may be disfigured

past identification, and teeth or other identifying features may be destroyed, all it

takes is a single cell for positive identification.

3.6 SUMMARY

The polymorphism occurring while gene replacement is in process is transient,

since as soon as the favoured allele is fixed the population becomes monomorphic.

However, many characters in human populations are more or less permanently

polymorphic. One of the most obvious examples of such ‘balanced polymorphism’

is sex. Others that occur in many human populations affect the blood-group

systems, secretor status, haemoglobins, red cell enzymes and serum proteins.

Non-coding regions of DNA from homologous chromosome pairs also

demonstrate an average of one nucleotide difference for every 250-nucleotide

sequence. The nucleotide differences are called polymorphisms. Humans have

such extensive polymorphism that each person’s DNA is as individual as his or

her fingerprints. These polymorphisms then become genetic markers that can be

raced within members of the family just as genes are traced.

The role of genetics is emerging as an increasingly important aspect of health

care. A number of RFLPs associated with human diseases are now being used in
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prenatal diagnosis and to determine delayed-onset diseases and dominant and

recessive carriers. A number of RFLPs have now been cloned: those for cystic

fibrosis, Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy, sickle-cell anaemia, thalassaemia,

haemophilia A and Huntington’s disease etc. Information from a genetic test can

be used to diagnose disease, identify risk as for future disease and predict treatment

response.

Genetic polymorphisms provide us with the ability to predict inter-individual

differences in susceptibility to clinical disease. Biomarkers of susceptibility

include: polymorphisms in drug/carcinogen metabolism, in DNA repair capacity,

and in genes that control cell growth. Wide variations in drug/carcinogen

metabolism have been widely investigated and clearly shown to be an important

determinant of individual cancer susceptibility and adverse drug reactions. Such

polymorphisms in drug/carcinogen-metabolising enzymes may be due to heritable

and/or to environmental factors; and the modern application of metabolic

phenotyping and genotyping methods to epidemiological studies has provided

new insights into such gene-environmental interactions.

Polymorphisms in DNA repair or processing of DNA damage have long been

evident from rare hereditary disorders involving defective DNA repair or

chromosomal stability. Today, about 130 different genes have been shown to be

involved in DNA excision or base repair and polymorphisms in gene-specific

DNA adduct repair have been correlated with biological outcomes (mutations,

drug sensitivity). Moreover, lower DNA repair proficiency has recently been

associated with increased susceptibility to cancers of the skin, brain, lung,

stomach, breast, bladder, head/neck, and colon. While over 100 genes have been

identified that serve as positive (proto-oncogenes) or negative (tumor suppressor

genes) regulators of cell growth, as well as the cell cycle and apoptosis (e.g.,

cyclins, cytokines, chemokines, caspases, etc.), these have been largely associated

with rare hereditary disorders involving greatly increased human cancer

susceptibility.

Besides, the advent of DNA technology has gained wide acceptance in criminal

offences involving biological evidences such as murder, sexual assault, in case

of mass disaster, paternity disputes, in identification of mutilated bodies and

exhumed skeletons.

Anthropology is on the verge of becoming a purely applied science. Advance

scientific and technical know-how on the human genome project are enabling us

to understand the rich genetic resources India possesses. India with diverse

population has incredible scope to move forward in the field of genetic

epidemiology and to develop effective strategies to prevent both infectious and

complex lifestyle diseases like Type2 diabetes, obesity, hypertension, cardiac

diseases, cancer and others.
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Sample Questions

1) What is genetic polymorphism?

2) What do you mean by balanced polymorphism?

3) What is DNA fingerprinting? State its significance in forensic anthropology.

4) What is HLA?

5) How would you determine age and sex of the skeletal material?


